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Abstract

Today the in scholarship used sets of selection criteria for site selection do not include the within industry very important new criteria “Corporate Sustainability” in the meaning of “business approach with embracing opportunities and managing risks deriving from economic, environmental and social developments” or if in few aspects, not in the necessary weight. Within this article it will be described shortly which doctrines are leading today in science, why compliance conformance has high importance for global enterprises and why scientific as well as operational sets of selection criteria for global enterprises will have to be completed with aspects of compliance.
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1. Introduction

The Global economy is currently facing substantial challenges. Global GDP growth is below long term trend and there is a noticeable slowdown of industrial production in most European countries. Africa, Latin America and especially Asia have already become the engine of global growth and experts are forecasting that the worldwide future growth will mainly take place in Asia. An optimized Global Foot Print of production sites, covering existing and growing markets, is one of the major success factors for global enterprises to make the changes in global economic growth beneficial for their own profitable growth. The selection of new sites as well as regular checking of existing sites with a standardized set of criteria in front of the company strategy leads to this optimized Global Foot Print. But today used sets of selection criteria in scholarship do not include the within industry very important new criteria “Corporate Sustainability” in the meaning of “business approach with embracing opportunities and managing risks deriving from economic, environmental and social developments”. Own experiences as a Manager in M&A-/ Corporate Development of a globally leading automotive supplier, discussions and Interviews with experts from other global enterprises as well as scientific research leaded to the necessity to point out the growing importance of Corporate Sustainability and that scientific as well as operational sets of selection criteria for site selection will have to be completed with aspects of Corporate Sustainability.

2. Results

2.1 Industrial Localization Theory and Todays Doctrines

In scientific literature there are already existing several industrial location theories and doctrines including the in each case connected classification and sets of criteria for site selection. Classical- and Neo-Classical theory is strongly focusing on cost for transport and labor as well as advantages of agglomeration in sense of local nearness but not on behavioristic, mental and cultural aspects. On the other hand Behavioristic Theories consider behavioristic, mental and cultural aspects but not the monetary and cost effects. The New Economical Geography again concentrates on reduction of transport costs with the effects on local distribution pattern of economically activities but is configurred for economic-political appliance and not for the use within industrial enterprises. Only the new publications from for example Grabow and Thiessen, subdivide location criteria into Hard and Soft facts in meaning of criteria which can be easily measured, quantified in
money and are having direct influence on cost and qualitative criteria which are having indirect effects on the company and their employees. But those authors do not reflect in appropriate way the today very important new criteria within industry “Corporate Sustainability” to secure embracement of opportunities and managing risks deriving from economic, environmental and social developments for new sites.

This leads to the need to develop a holistic system of criteria for site selection and evaluation, including Hard and Soft facts. Creating this holistic system including as well as integrating the main aspects of the different doctrines and enriching them with new criteria out of practical life will not only allow a scientific value added. It shall enable global enterprises to do a well-founded and practice oriented comparison between different locations and sites and reduce the risk of baseless, irreproducible or suboptimal decisions regarding sites. The special focus of this article will be the answer, why Corporate Sustainability has to be added and followed within side selection processes.

2.2 The Importance of Corporate Sustainability in Business Life

“Corporate Sustainability is a business approach that creates long-term shareholder value by embracing opportunities and managing risks deriving from economic, environmental and social developments.”

Sustainability is not a really new subject in economical content. It was already used 300 years ago in 1713 from Hans Carl von Carlowitz with regard to forestry in the meaning of sustainable use of the resource wood.

In the 20th century the discussion rose in a new understanding with the Brundtland Commission of the United Nations in 1987. Sustainability was defined newly but in a general way: “sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”

In 1992 the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development enlarged and fixed sustainability with international agreements with respect to the interests of integrity of the global environmental and developmental system by proclaiming 27 principles. These principles intended to rule the future sustainable development around the world.

With the 2005 World Summit on Social Development it was noted that Sustainable Development requires the reconciliation of

1. environmental,
2. social equity and
3. economic demands - todays' "three pillars" of sustainability (or the 3 Es)

From then on Sustainability and Sustainability Development focused on

- Politics
- Society,
- science and
- economical enterprises. comp. note [24]

Today, 25 years after the Brundtland Commission of the United Nations in 1987, the awareness of Corporate Sustainability has truly reached politics, society, science and business.

Politics is following sustainability by enhanced environmental and social legislation. Science started to implement professorship and degree programs for corporate sustainability management, as for example the Friedrich-Alexander University, Erlangen-Nürnberg in Germany.

Society and non-governmental organizations are caring much more about climatic change, CO2-balance, preserve energy consumption as well as human rights and are asking for excessed transparency.

And Business is following Sustainability as Corporate Sustainability intensively by multible reasons. On the one hand there is the rising pressure regarding sustainability caused by demands from politic, public and other external groups of stakeholders such as legislation or advertence of media. With Sustainability companies are intending the legitimation of their acting, their products and services by dealing with sustainability. On the other hand customer demands, request from investors, rating agencies and the behavior of competitors can place market impulsions to follow sustainability.

This means that companies are following sustainability by

- defensive reasons, such as following legislation, reduction of risks and cost and
offensive strategies to realize chances such as increasing reputation to be an attractive employer for potential talents, to realize higher sales or entering new markets and business models.

Summing up there are defensive and offensive reasons to follow sustainability which can be clustered into three types of group of interests, internal, governmental/society and market.

Within the last years the main important role regarding realization of sustainability was assigned to the Business-Sector, so called Corporate Sustainability because sitting in the driver seat of globalization, production and development. Many enterprises are aware of their environmental, social equity and economic responsibility. Corporate Sustainability and the transparency concerning sustainable acting has been realized as a major long term success factor and companies are more and more measured from outside as well measuring themselves regarding Sustainability.

Therefor the Top-Management of worldwide 7000 organizations and thereof more than 5000 global companies including almost all enterprise, listed in DAX- or Dow Jones, has signed the United Nations Global Compact voluntarily. With this they obligate their organizations to obey the 10 principles of the Global Compact including an annual Report presenting that the principles are followed.

The 10 principles are:

“Human Rights
Principle 1: Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights;
Principle 2: make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses.

Labour Standards
Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining;
Principle 4: the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour;
Principle 5: the effective abolition of child labour;

Environment
Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges;
Principle 8: undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility;
Principle 9: encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies.

Anti-Corruption
Principle 10: Businesses should work against all forms of corruption, including extortion and bribery.”

Result of a sustainability study of the Center for Sustainability Management e.V., Germany, with 463 companies in 2012 is that the main reasons for Companies to follow corporate sustainability are:

1. Efficiency
2. Control of risks
3. Reputation
4. Job satisfaction
5. Costs
6. Turnover and
7. Innovation

Another finding is that 94% of the participating enterprises are stating that the success and acceptance of Corporate Sustainability is depending on the integration into the core strategy and organization of enterprises. This means an enlargement of the above mentioned aspects to be followed

1. environmental requirements
2. social equity and
3. economic demands – by the aspect of
4. Integration into core strategy and organization
It also can be seen within this study that Corporate Sustainability is put on weight by the fact that Corporate Sustainability department is mostly reporting to the Board of Management directly. Other cases are reflecting the importance of information and transparency regarding Sustainability to all groups of Stakeholders due to the fact that Corporate Sustainability is part of the Public Relation / Communication organization.

In the past, Corporate Sustainability was mainly focused on sustainability of the own, individual company. Within latest publications it is consequently shown, that the focus of Corporate Sustainability cannot be caped on the own organization only. It has to be enlarged to the entire chain of value added including supplier base.

This new aspect of integrating the value chain together with above mentioned demand of integration into core strategy and organization leads to the list of aspects to be followed, shown in the table following:

![Figure 1. The list of aspects](image)

### 3. Discussion

As described in this article, Corporate Sustainability has reached Top-Management attention and high level organizational implementation within global enterprises.

This leads to the conclusion that Corporate Sustainability aspects are also having considerable influence within a strategic site selection of international group companies. Those Corporate Sustainability aspects should be implemented into the set of criteria for site selection in practical business live as well as in scholarship.

Example 1:

A potential site is in a country with a high rate of corruption. Within this country it would hardly be possible to receive a planning permission for a production area or an order from a customer without these illegality payments. It is not really imaginable, that an individually liable member of board will face this legal risk in connection with this site, having in mind that his corporate group is having a Corporate Sustainability reporting caring for transparency regarding those items internationally.

Example 2:

There are two comparable alternatives for a new business site to open up new markets. One is a country with a supplier base having e.g. no workers’ representation, bad standards on occupational safety, high environmental pollution and in many cases child labor. The other country has a west orientated legislation with clear regulations regarding workers’ representation, environment protection, standards on occupational safety and prohibition of child labor. In case all the other conditions are comparable, the management of the group will surely select the country, where sustainability aspects can be followed along the entire supply chain.

With these examples it can easily be seen, that Corporate Sustainability aspects are having serious influence on the decisions regarding sites, also those aspects are no hard facts, which could be quantified in money with direct influence on cost.
A company with an effective Corporate Sustainability management will surely secure all the above mentioned sustainability aspects inside the company. But regarding a site selection process there are external factors, which cannot be ruled by internal guidelines. These external influences have to be sustainability aspects concerning site, country or regional selection.

Following these arguments, the additional site selection criteria to be added to the general list of selection criteria with regard to Corporate Sustainability are the aspects shown in the table above with the concrete focus on the availability of a supplier base, able to follow those listed sustainability criteria.

Another cluster where a sustainability criteria is to be added is, “governmental influence” with the aspect of “working against corruption”, expressly, if it is possible to receive permissions (e.g., for buying land, construction and imports) without any kind of corruption payments.

4. Summary

In scientific literature there are already existing several industrial location theories and doctrines including the in each case connected classification and sets of criteria for site selection. The new publications subdivide location criteria into Hard and Soft facts in meaning of criteria which can be quantified in money and are having direct influence on cost and qualitative criteria which are having indirect effects on the company and their employees. But in no publication the today very important criteria within industry “Compliance” is reflected. By conviction of the author, these aspects regarding compliance, deducted within this article are important for the site selection process of industrial companies. They should be considered for site selection process and added within scientific literature as well as for business applications.
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